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Managing Technology Development Projects

Overview

Technology development projects are the foundation or platform for new products and new processes and thus are vital to the prosperity of the modern corporation. But these basic research or fundamental knowledge-build projects are often mismanaged because companies employ the wrong process to manage them or apply inappropriate financial criteria for project selection. The result is that technology developments have become increasingly rare in the typical company’s development portfolio. To better manage such projects, leading companies have adopted a unique Stage-Gate® process specially tailored to the needs of technology development projects. This process consists of three stages and four gates, and feeds the front end of the typical new product process. Scorecards and the use of tailored success criteria are used to rate and rank these technology projects, while the “strategic buckets” approach to portfolio management ensures that dedicated resources are deployed for these higher-risk projects.
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The term “technology development” refers to a special class of development projects where the deliverable is new knowledge, new technology, a technical capability, or a technological platform. These projects, which include fundamental research projects, science projects, basic research, and often technology platform projects, often lead to multiple commercial projects—new product or new process development.

Technology development projects are a special breed: although they represent a small proportion of effort in the typical company’s development portfolio, they are vital to the company’s long-term growth, prosperity and sometimes even survival. These projects also stand out because they are often mismanaged or mishandled, resulting in few benefits to the company. The chronicles of many, if not most, large corporations are replete with horrific stories about huge technology projects that led to nothing after spending millions of dollars, or worse yet, were cancelled prematurely, thus forgoing millions in potential profits.

This article outlines proven approaches to selecting and managing such venturesome projects—approaches that recognize that traditional management techniques, such as phase-review, Stage-Gate® or PACE® with their elaborate checklists, scorecards, deliverables lists, and financially-based Go/Kill criteria, are inappropriate for such projects (1–3).

What’s So Special?

Technology development (TD) projects are indeed a very different type of development project. First, they are increasingly rare—the average business’s R&D portfolio has shifted dramatically to smaller, shorter-term projects such as product updates, modifications and fixes over the last 15 years (4). With the exception...
of a handful of best-practice companies, gone are the days when portfolios were replete with advanced technology, technology breakthrough and true innovation development projects (5).

**Because these growth engines provide the platforms for the next generation of products and processes, companies have to manage them better!**

This dearth of innovative projects is in part due to management’s preoccupation with the short term and immediate financial results, which usually precludes undertaking venturesome development projects (6). When resources are tight, managers take few chances—they elect the “sure bets,” which are typically the smaller, closer-to-home projects. Here’s a typical comment (7):

*My business has a limited R&D budget. I can’t afford to risk a major percentage of that budget on a handful of big projects. I’ve got to hedge my bets here, and pick the smaller and lower risk ones. If I had a larger R&D budget, then I might tackle some more venturesome projects. . . .* Senior R&D executive in a $300 million business unit of a major manufacturing conglomerate.

Additionally, the business’s inability to handle these projects effectively also contributes to a reluctance to undertake more of them. In short, because these projects are mismanaged, the results are often negative, which creates a real fear of ever undertaking such a project again! Management becomes risk averse.

A second factor that makes these TD projects so special is that they are often the foundation or platform for a new product line or an entirely new business. In short, TD projects are important to profitability in that they help to de-commoditize the business’s product offerings. They are the breakthroughs, disruptive technologies and radical innovations that create the huge growth opportunities and superlative profits (8).

**Exxon Chemical’s Metallocene project is a classic example. Here, a fundamental research study into a new polymerization catalyst yielded some early “interesting research results,” namely polyolefin materials with unusual technical properties. What started out as a early-stage research project in the 1980s ultimately resulted in an entirely new class of polymers with engineering properties and a billion-dollar business for Exxon Chemical.**

**DON’T USE TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR NON-TRADITIONAL PROJECTS**

A final reason that TD projects are so special is that they are fragile. If one applies traditional management techniques to non-traditional projects, much damage is done. For example, force-fitting a TD project through your normal new-product system will create considerable frustration on the part of the project team, will result in unnecessary or irrelevant work, and could even kill an otherwise high-profit-potential initiative.

**Exxon Chemical was one of the first companies in the United States to recognize that such research or technology development projects required special treatment, and that ramming them through their traditional management processes would do much harm. Thus, by the 1990s, Exxon Chemical had designed and implemented a special methodology based on stage-and-gate techniques to handle such high-risk technology projects (9).**

**Much damage is done by applying traditional management techniques to non-traditional projects.**

The fact is that traditional systems simply do not work for these special TD projects. Why? Traditional new-product processes are designed for fairly well-defined and predictable projects; technology developments, however, are by their nature high-risk projects with many unknowns and great technical uncertainties. For example, early in the life of such projects, the likelihood of technical success may be quite low, and a probable technical solution often cannot be envisioned. It may take months or years of lab work to see a technical solution and to gain confidence in a positive technical outcome.

Similarly, the traditional new-product process requires a full business case and financial analysis before heavy commitments are made. But in a TD project, the commercial prospects for the new technology
are often unclear, especially near the beginning of the project when these commitment decisions are required.

In the Exxon Chemical Metallocene project, for example, when experimental work first began, it wasn’t clear whether this would lead to a new plastic, or perhaps a new fuel additive—all the researchers had in the early days was “some gummy stuff with interesting properties”: the precise direction of the project would not become clear until the researchers had done more work at considerable expense. This is not exactly the reassurance that a short-term, financially-driven executive wants to hear!

Many of the activities required of most companies’ new-product processes simply don’t fit the TD project. Review any company’s new-product process and invariably there is a list of required tasks such as “undertake a competitive analysis,” “do voice of customer work” and “define the product benefits to the user.” That’s fine when one knows what the market and product are. But how does one undertake such mandatory activities when the market is unknown and the product not even defined? Moreover, most companies new product processes require a list of deliverables at the completion of each stage, deliverables such as “a business case” or a “commercialization plan.” Again, these are relatively meaningless concepts when the product and market have not yet been defined. As one frustrated project leader put it:

How can I be expected to do a market analysis when I haven’t even defined the product, let alone the market yet. I’m not even sure what this technology is capable of in terms of delivering improved technical performance.

Finally, the Go/Kill criteria used to rate and prioritize development projects as found in most company’s stage-and-gate development processes again assume projects that are fairly well-defined. For example, an Industrial Research Institute study revealed that 78 percent of businesses rely heavily on financial criteria to select projects: criteria such as projected annual profits, NPV (net present value) and expected sales (10). When qualitative criteria are employed, according to the same study, the most popular are leveraging core competencies (for example, the project’s fit with the plant, and fit with the firm’s base technology), the expected payoff, and the perceived risk level. These quantitative and qualitative criteria are fine for the majority of development projects, but not so good for technology developments. A seasoned R&D executive in a major corporation summarized the situation this way:

Using traditional Go/Kill criteria—NPV, KOI (return on investment) and the like—will almost guarantee that new technology projects are killed in our company simply because of the unknowns, uncertainties, risks and the step-out nature of such projects. Our selection rules are very risk averse and geared towards short-term projects.

Some type of rigorous stage-and-gate process is desirable but it must be custom-designed.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical TD process, which has been adopted in leading companies that undertake fundamental research projects; it consists of three stages and four gates (14).

- The stages are shown as boxes in Figure 1. Each stage consists of a set of best-practice activities to be undertaken by the project team. These activities are designed to acquire vital information and thereby reduce the unknowns and hence the risk of the project from stage to stage. The outcome of each stage is a specified set of deliverables.

- The gates, designated by diamonds, are the Go/Kill decision points. Here, management meets with the project team to decide whether the project merits additional funding and

USE A PROCESS DESIGNED FOR TD PROJECTS

For some years, leading product developers have relied on idea-to-launch processes, such as Stage-Gate®, to drive new-product projects to market (11). The conclusion at a conference of the Product Development Management Association (PDMA) that focused on technology developments and fuzzy front-end projects was that “many companies have dramatically improved development cycle time and efficiency by implementing formal Stage-Gate™ systems” but that the front end remained a mystery (12). The consensus is that some type of rigorous stage-and-gate process is desirable for TD projects, but the process must be custom designed for these types of projects (13).
resources to move to the next stage. If Go, resources are committed at the gate and the project and team move forward.

Here is a quick walk through the typical TD process (see Figures 1 and 2):

**Discovery.**—The trigger for the process is the first stage, involving discovery or idea generation. Quality ideas are essential to a successful technology program and thus technology ideas from multiple sources must be sought for consideration at Gate 1. While idea generation is often done by scientists or technical people, it can also be the result of other activities, such as:

- A strategic planning exercise, where strategic arenas are identified, and possible TD research directions are mapped.
- Technology forecasting and technology roadmapping.
- Brainstorming or group creativity sessions focusing on what might be.
- Scenario generation about future market and technological possibilities.
- Customer visitation programs and voice-of-customer initiatives.
- Active idea solicitation campaigns within the organization.

**Gate 1 Idea Screen**—This first gate is the idea screen, the initial decision to commit a limited amount of time and money to the research project. This gate should be a *gentle screen*, which poses the question: Does the idea merit expending any effort at all? Criteria for Go are largely qualitative, are scored at the gate review by the gatekeepers, and should include such items as:

- Strategic fit and impact.
- Strategic leverage.
- Likelihood of technical success.
- Likelihood of commercial success.
- Reward or the “size of the prize” if successful.

The Gate 1 gatekeeper or decision-making group is typically composed of senior R&D

---

**Figure 1.** The technology development Stage-Gate® process is specially designed for TD projects—three stages and four gates up to an Applications Path Gate.

**Figure 2.** The TD project moves from the Scoping Stage—a relatively simple stage—through to the Detailed Investigation Stage, which can entail person-years of experimental work.
people, such as the corporate head of technology (VP R&D or CTO), other senior R&D people, along with representatives from corporate marketing and business development to ensure commercial input.

**Stage 1 Project Scoping**—The purpose of this Scoping stage is to build the foundation for the research project, define the scope of the project, and map the forward plan. The effort is limited, typically to not much more than two weeks. Stage 1 activities are conceptual and preparation work (see Figure 2), and include a technical literature search, patent and IP search, competitive alternatives assessment, resource gaps identification, and a preliminary technical assessment.

**Gate 2 Go To Technical Assessment**—This second screen is the decision to begin limited experimental or technical work in Stage 2. Like Gate 1, this gate is also a relatively gentle screen, and poses the question: Does the idea merit undertaking limited experimental work? Gate 2 is again largely qualitative, and does not require financial analysis (because the resulting product, process or impact of TD are still largely unknown). The gatekeepers are the same as at Gate 1.

**Stage 2 Technical Assessment**—The purpose of Stage 2 is to demonstrate the technical or laboratory feasibility of the idea under ideal conditions. This stage entails initial or preliminary experimental work, but should not take more than 1–2 person-months, and last no longer than 3–4 months. Activities here typically include undertaking a thorough conceptual technical analysis, executing feasibility experiments, developing a partnership network, identifying resource needs and solutions to resource gaps, and assessing the potential impact of the technology on the company.

**Gate 3 Go To Detailed Technical Investigation**—Gate 3 is the decision to deploy resources beyond 1–2 person-months, and opens the door to a more extensive and expensive investigation, Stage 3. This gate decision is thus a more rigorous evaluation than at Gate 2, and is based on new information from Stage 2. Gate criteria resemble those listed for Gate 1 previously, but with more and tougher sub-questions, and answered with benefit of better data.

The Gate 3 gatekeepers usually include the corporate head of technology (VP R&D or CTO), other senior technology or R&D people, corporate marketing or business development, and the heads of the involved businesses (e.g., general managers). Because Gate 3 is a heavy commitment gate, senior managers of the business units that will take ownership of the resulting technology should be the Gate 3 gatekeepers. Their insights into the commercial viability of the project are essential at Gate 3; further, more early engagement ensures a smoother transition to the business unit once the commercial phase of the project gets underway.

**Stage 3 Detailed Investigation**—The purpose of Stage 3 is to implement the full experimental plan, to prove technological feasibility, and to define the scope of the technology and its value to the company. This stage could entail significant expenditures, potentially person-years of work. Besides the extensive technical work, other activities focus on defining commercial product or process possibilities, undertaking market, manufacturing and impact assessments on these possibilities, and preparing an implementation business case. Sound project management methods are employed during this lengthy stage, including periodic milestone checks and project reviews. If the TD project veers significantly off course, or encounters serious barriers to completion during Stage 3, the project is red-flagged and cycled back to Gate 3 for another Go/Kill decision.

**Gate 4 The Applications Path Gate**—This is the final gate in the TD process and is the “door opener” to one or more new-product or process development projects (see Figure 3). Here the results of technical work are reviewed to determine the applicability, scope and value of the technology to the company, and the next steps are decided. Note that this Gate 4 is often combined with an early gate in the usual product development process (for example, with Gate 1, 2 or 3 as shown in Figure 3). Gate-keepers are typically the senior corporate R&D people, corporate marketing or business development, plus the leadership team from the relevant business that will assume ownership of the resulting commercial development projects.

**How TD Process Feeds the Traditional Process**

The final gate of the TD process is the Applications Path Gate, which marks the end of the TD project but potentially the beginning of multiple commercial projects. It is here that the project team presents their conclusions about the commercial prospects for the technology, based on
technical work to date and several quick commercial scoping exercises. At this point, multiple new-product projects could be initiated and feed the typical new-product process, as shown in Figure 3. The start points are usually Gates 1, 2 or 3 of the new-product process, depending on how well defined the proposed new projects are. Alternatively, if the commercial result is a new or improved production process, then the appropriate process-development projects are defined here and routed accordingly.

The TD project may also result in a licensing opportunity or perhaps even a joint venture with another corporation. The point is that the Applications Path Gate determines the direction for the commercialization of the technology from this point onward.

**Picking the Right Projects**

Making the resource commitment decisions for TD projects, especially in the early stages, is problematic for many companies. Clearly, traditional tools, such as financial analysis and profit criteria, are not too useful. In TD projects with much undefined, the level of uncertainty is so great that numerical estimates of expected sales, costs, investment, and profits are likely to be grossly in error. There exist many uncertainties in the typical TD project, but the one thing you can be certain about is that your numbers are always wrong. Indeed there is considerable evidence that businesses that rely strictly on financial tools and criteria to select projects end up with the lowest-value development portfolios (15). As one executive declared, in noting the deficiencies of his company’s sophisticated financial-analysis methods for project selection:

> It’s like trying to measure a soft banana with a micrometer! Our evaluation tools assume a level of precision far beyond the quality of the data available!

Not surprisingly, this executive’s financial evaluation tool tended to favor predictable and close-to-home projects at the expense of technology development projects.

Best performers adopt a combination of evaluation techniques and criteria for making Go/Kill decisions on TD projects (16). The research suggests that no one method works best across the board and can do it all! First consider using a *scorecard approach*, which looks at multiple facets of TD projects, from strategic to technical issues. Note that this TD scorecard is different than the one that should be used for new product projects; a best-practice model for Gate...
3 for TD projects is shown in Figure 4 (17). Scorecards are highly rated by users as a solid decision-making method, and tend to yield more efficient and more effective Go/Kill choices, higher-value projects and a portfolio of strategically aligned projects (18).

In the scorecard approach, the project in question is presented by the project team at each gate meeting in Figure 1, and a thorough and facilitated gate discussion ensues. Next, the gatekeepers score the project on zero-to-ten scales, as in Figure 4. The resulting scores are then combined to yield an overall project attractiveness score. This scoring exercise and final score become key inputs to the Go/Kill decision (although many users of this approach claim that it is the process—a senior decision-making group going through a set of key questions, debating their scores, and reaching closure on each—that provides the real value, and not so much the final score itself). Although the sample scorecard in Figure 4 is for Gate 3, note that most businesses use the same high-level criteria from gate to gate for consistency, with the detailed or sub-questions
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**Figure 4.** Use a scorecard (0–10 scale) to rate and prioritize TD projects.
becoming progressively tougher at successive gates.

Businesses that rely strictly on financial tools end up with the lowest-value development portfolios.

In addition to a gate scorecard, consider the use of success criteria as employed at Proctor & Gamble (19). Here the project team declares what they hope to achieve in order for the project to be considered “a success.” Success criteria for TD projects include the achievement of certain technical results (e.g., positive lab test results) by a given date, attaining a certain technical performance improvement (e.g., a certain level of absorption in a new fiber technology), or the expected sales potential to be generated by the new technology (e.g., the size of the market that this technology might see potential in, if successful).

Success criteria are declared relatively early in the project, and on this basis, gatekeepers approve the project at the early gates. These criteria are reviewed and updated at each successive gate; if the project falls short of these success criteria at the next gate, it may be killed—for example, if certain technical results were not achieved by a given date or gate. The use of success criteria allows the project team to develop customized criteria to suit their project; it forces the team to submit realistic rather than grandiose expectations, and it creates accountability for the project team—something to measure the team against.

ENSURING RESOURCES ARE IN PLACE

How does one ensure that resources will be available to undertake TD projects, especially with today’s emphasis on short-term projects? Managements in a number of companies have recognized that significant resources have shifted from venturesome projects to small, lower-impact efforts. In order to correct this imbalance, they employ strategic buckets as a tool to ensure the right mix of projects—short-term versus longer-term or TD projects—in their portfolios (10).

Strategic buckets is a portfolio management method that defines where management desires the development dollars to go, broken down by project type, market, geography, or product area (20). Strategic buckets is based on the notion that strategy becomes real when you start spending money; thus, translating strategy from theory to reality is about making decisions on where the resources should be spent—strategic buckets. In the example in Figure 5, management begins with the business’s strategy and then makes strategic choices about resource allocation: how many resources go to new products or to improvements or to technology developments? With resource allocation now

Figure 5. Resources are strategically allocated by project type into strategic buckets by senior management.
firmly established and driven by strategy, projects within each bucket are then ranked against one another to establish priorities.

Note that projects in one bucket—such as technology developments—do not compete against those in another bucket, such as sales and marketing requests. If they did, in the short term, simple and inexpensive projects would always win out, as they do in many businesses. Instead, strategic buckets build firewalls between buckets. Thus, by earmarking specific amounts for technology developments, the portfolio becomes much more balanced. Note also that different criteria should be used to rate and select projects in each bucket. For example the relatively qualitative criteria in Fig. 4 work well in order to rank projects in the TD bucket, but for modifications and improvements or sales requests, clearly financial criteria—profits, savings or expected sales increase—are the best way to rank these projects.

MAKE YOUR TD PROJECTS PAY OFF

Technology developments are the engines of growth for many corporations and industries, providing the platforms for the next generation of new products and new processes. With most companies facing constrained resources and having a short-term focus, it is imperative that such projects be managed more effectively than in the past so that they truly do achieve their promised results. Adopting a TD Stage-Gate process, using custom-tailored Go/Kill scorecards and success criteria, and employing strategic buckets to ensure resource availability, are but some of the approaches that leading companies are adopting to handle these vital TD projects.
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